
August 31, 2020 
Start time__2:45___            End time__4:19______ 

Members Present 
J. Adamson x C. Arbuckle    x M. Berns  x J. Bonfield x M. Kitsinis      x  
S. Lofquist x  S. Plummer   x  J. Rothwell    x  M. Rowley   x S. Donnelly     x 
K. Thompson   x  E. Vahue x C. Walter   x  R. Thomas x T. North x 
A. Simpson T. Stegman x M. Desai M. Johnson x 

Resource Coord  
J. Donaldson x 
Asst Comm Coord 

 
 

1. Introductions of New Members  

Shannon Donnelly - new building rep 

Tina North - Math CIS 

Sharon Plummer - Related Services Rep 

2. Review Minutes 

Jessica motioned to approve, Sarah seconded, no one opposed 

3. PBIS Plan 

Shared current plan.  Items in purple text will be added on. Conversation about school-wide 

strategies for positive behavior recognition and classroom specific positive behavior recognition 

system.  Sarah Lofquist will send a google doc to 9-12 and 3-6 team leaders for review, then 

send to Brad.  

Cody - Not possible for all desks to face the same direction. 

Sarah - asked about Energy Rallies - are they mandatory from the district? 

Tina - thinks it’s part of the requirement to teach school-wide expectations.  They take the place 

of “Restart” stations from the past. 

Marcy - asked about fighting and if any fighting is an automatic referral.  Ms. Simpson - some 

fighting can be handled by teachers without a referral.  



Colleen - asked for clarification on “chronic” behaviors. Ms. Simpson - the same behavior 

repeated, multiple strategies tried to correct the behavior. 

Colleen - asked about bullying form. Cody - button on CPS website to report bullying.  

Marcy - asked how students are taken to the MindPeace room.  Ms. Simpson - para should be 

the first line of support.  Jenn - Will 3-6 teachers call the office if preschoolers are in the room, 

so that ECE ratios are adhered to? Tina - absolutely. 

Jenn - was not made aware of spring meetings. Said she and Emily Blunt were 3-6 reps.  Paisley 

was also 3-6 PBIS rep when Ashley left.  Needs clarification. 

4. AUP/MDA - Mr. David proposed the idea that he would make a video teachers to help students 

sign AUP/MDA.  Cannot wait until students return to the building.  Could it be accomplished 

during independent work time? No, it has to be done with a teacher.  Cody shared Schoology 

Course - Digital Citizenship.  Students sign it online. Mr. David typically accomplishes this during 

Technology class but he’s not seeing all students during first quarter.  

Colleen - Would it be possible for Mr. David to pop in during specific times to get it done with 

students?  Could Ms. Beth help too?  

Ms. Simpson wants to hear other recommendations from ILT as to how to accomplish this task. 

9-12 may be able to accomplish this on their own. 6-9 and 3-6 may need support from Mr. 

David.  

5. ILT Request Form - Fill out request form to add items to the agenda. Contact Shannon if you 

need the form. 

6. Agenda Items for Next Meeting 

Reflecting on orientations 

Recommendations on PD’s for the year. Team leaders, ask your teams for PD ideas and send to 

Shannon.  



Need to set up a way to vote on PBIS.  Google Form?  Tina will check ILT rules.  Vote after school 

on Thursday - Google Meet 2:30, after mandatory PD.  


